WELSH GIANTS WEEKEND

WELSH GIANTS WEEKEND
The Welsh Giants Weekend Trek puts you on the summit of six very famous Welsh peaks in
one weekend! This two day itinerary is tough but achievable with a good level of stamina and
enthusiasm to match. We meet at our accommodation at the foot of Snowdon on Friday
evening, deep in the heart of the Snowdonia National Park. The challenge covers some
exciting terrain over the Glyders range on Saturday – keeping to a high, rocky plateau with
amazing views of the Snowdon (Yr Wyddfa) to the south. On Sunday, we tackle Snowdon
itself and its neighbouring peak Y Lliwedd,
DAY 1
ARRIVAL IN SNOWDONIA
You will be met at our accommodation at the foot of Snowdon by your Leaders for the
weekend. We have an evening meal and a briefing on the weekend ahead.
DAY 2
THE GLYDERS RANGE
8-9 HRS TREKKING
Today is a tough day with four high summits to be visited. We are up early and take a very
short transfer to the walk start. The Glyders range boasts an exciting lunar landscape of
rocks (including the infamous Cantilever Stone) and the dramatic peaks of Glyder Fach
(3262ft), Glyder Fawr (3280ft), Y Garn (3104ft) and Elidir Fawr (3030ft). On a clear day, from
this magnificent ridge walk you should be able to see Ireland and the Isle of Man. We have a
packed lunch on the way and then continue to the end of the days challenge in the village of
Nant Peris. Here we take a short transfer back to our accommodation for showers and a well
deserved and tasty evening meal. If the weather is fine, and we're not too tired, we can also
take an evening stroll after dinner to watch the sunset!
DAY 3
SNOWDON AND Y LLIWEDD
7-8 HRS TREKKING
We have an early breakfast to make the most of the day before we tackle the UK's highest
and most popular peak, Snowdon (3561ft). The path we choose is sometimes steep and
challenging but it's a fine walk amongst the best mountain scenery in the UK. Once on the
summit, we shall also be able to see our next peak, Y Lliwedd, an exciting ridge walk to finish
off this magnificent route. Upon return to the base of the mountain, we'll be able to enjoy
some refreshment in the local Cafe before heading back home – feeling tired but jubilant!

LOGISTICS

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
 Dedicated Action Challenge account manager
 Briefing: Weekday pre-event briefing in London
 Final briefing in Snowdon the night before you embark on the challenge
 2 x group meal (pre-event evening)
 2 x night bed and breakfast – this will be basic but comfortable
 2 x packed lunch
 1 x celebration tea (post-event)
 Plentiful supply of water
 1 x first aid trained mountain leader per 10 participants

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED?
TRAVEL - Travel to and from the challenge is not included.
INSURANCE - Insurance is not included and will need to be arranged by yourself.
Recommended company – Campbell Irvine – www.campbellirvine.com / 020 7937 6981
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT / CLOTHING – Personal equipment and clothing is not included, but
we do offer discounts for leading outdoor expedition stores including Cotswold Outdoor and Ellis
Brigham and equipment hire companies.
COST
40+ participants: From £249pp
20 – 39 participants: From £299pp
Minimum Number: 20 participants
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